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Disaster Recovery Risk Control 
OCTOBER 2021  

As businesses go through hurricane cleanup, repair and reopening, employees may be needed for tasks 
they are unaccustomed or and are not properly trained. Below are some quick tips to help reduce the 
potential of accidents and injuries from occurring.  

Lifting and Carrying  

+ When possible, use hand trucks, wheelbarrows or carts.  

+ Seek assistance when lifting heavy or bulky loads.  

+ For wet carpet, pull evenly and carefully without jerking.  Cut the carpet into small 
sections.  

Use proper lifting techniques:  

+ Lift with your legs; do not squat or bend over.  

+ Maintain a firm base (footing) and get a firm grip.  

+ Keep your back straight; do not twist at the waist when lifting or lowering.  

 

Falls  

Falls are the second most common type of workplace accident in Louisiana. When working at 
elevations, keep in mind the following fall prevention and protection guidelines:  

Ladders Safety  

+ Complete as much prep work as possible on the ground before climbing a ladder.  

+ Use barricades to block pedestrian traffic.  

+ Set ladders on a firm, level surface.  

+ Always select the correct ladder for the task.  

+ Do not use ladders near power lines.  

+ Transport ladders horizontally, not vertically.  

+ Use caution around blind turns.  

+ Do not toss or drop the ladder.  

+ Inspect ladders prior to each use: rungs are secure; slippery substances; loose parts.  
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+ Place extension ladders at the proper angle using the four-to-one rule: the ladder base 
should be placed outward one foot from the vertical support for every four feet of vertical 
ladder height.  

+ With assistance, tie off or brace extension ladders as close to the upper support as 
possible.  

+ Extend ladders a minimum of three feet beyond the access point.  

+ Lock spreaders in place. Spreaders are the horizontal pieces connecting side frames of an 
A-frame folding together.  

+ Avoid carrying tools by hand up a ladder; use a tool belt.  

+ Face the ladder when ascending or descending ladders keeping at least one hand and 
two feet or two hands and one foot in constant contact with the ladder at all times.  

+ Only allow one person on a ladder at a time.  

+ Never stand on the top two rungs or steps of a stepladder.  

Falls from Roofs:  

+ Jobs that require roof work should done by a professional roofing contractor whenever 
possible.  

+ Extend ladders at least three feet above the roof access point.  

+ Use slide guards (toe boards) made of 2 x 6 boards and secured with four inch screws at a 
90-degree angle to the roof surface.  

+ Wear slip-resistant footwear.  

+ Use of personal fall arrest systems equipped with lifelines, shock absorbing lanyards and 
full body harness.  

Same Level Falls:  
Slipping on muddy or slick surfaces or tripping on debris can result in a serious injury. Follow these 
safety tips for avoiding slip and trip accidents:  

+ Walk only in areas free of debris.  

+ Wear proper the proper footwear for traction.  

+ Avoid walking backwards; many trips and falls occur while carrying materials walking 
backward.  

+ Use a hand truck.  

+ If you must carry objects, ensure you are comfortable and can see over the load.  
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Operation of Heavy Equipment and Chainsaws  

Heavy Equipment:  

+ Only use qualified operators who are certified, trained and have the experience to operate 
construction equipment, such as dozers, backhoes and tractors.  

+ Lower all attachments, set the brake and turn the equipment off when exiting the 
operator seat.  

+ Make sure the operator sees you before approaching heavy equipment,  

+ Ensure backup alarms and travel alarms are installed.  

+ Mark or barricade the area to keep workers away from operating equipment.  

+ Do not lift materials over other workers.  

+ Use signal persons to direct operators and protect other workers.  

+ Always wear your seat belt.  

Chainsaws:  

+ Ensure the user is properly trained and proficient.  

+ Choose the proper size chainsaw for the job.  

+ Ensure chainsaws have the following safety equipment: chain brake, front and rear hand 
guards, stop switch, chain catcher and spark arrester.  

+ Wear appropriate protective equipment: a hardhat, safety glasses, hearing protection, 
heavy work gloves, chain saw chaps that extend from the waist to the top of the foot and 
boots that cover the ankle.  

+ Avoid working near power lines.  

+ Only cut at waist level or below.  

+ Ensure coworkers remain at least two tree lengths away from anyone felling a tree and at 
least 30 feet from anyone operating a chainsaw when removing limbs or cutting a fallen 
tree.  

+ Each saw cut must be evaluated to identify and avoid the potential movement of trees 
and limbs.  

+ Look for branches that are twisted because they could act as springs and suddenly release 
when cut.  

+ Prior to cutting, ensure the surrounding area is free of tripping hazards and obstructions.  

 

Vehicle Accidents  

Accidents in vehicles are the primary cause of workers’ compensation injuries and deaths. Remind your 
drivers to be aware of the following risks:  
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+ Flying debris from vehicles hauling unsecured or unstable loads.  

+ Speaking on cellular phones while driving is a distraction.  

+ Be aware of heavier than normal traffic, signal outages, road obstructions, loose livestock 
and other road hazards.  

 

Fatigue  

+ Working long hours can cause fatigue that results in poor judgment, increasing the risk of 
injury.  

+ Plan tasks, pace the work and take frequent breaks.  

 

Biohazards  

+ Ensure your employee’s tetanus vaccinations are current; once every 10 years.  

+ Follow the medical advice of your company’s physician or a medical official familiar with 
workers’ exposures.  

+ Hepatitis A vaccinations are recommended for workers exposed to raw sewerage.  

+ Hepatitis B vaccination are recommended for healthcare workers, first responders, fire 
and police personnel and any worker with exposure to body fluids.  

 

Hiring Practices  

Most work-related accidents occur to employees with one year experience or less. New hires require 
immediate training on how to properly operate equipment. Basic hiring practices should include, but 
not limited to, the following:  

+ A written job application form.  

+ Pre-employment screening, including reference checks.  

+ A motor vehicle records check for drivers.  

+ A written substance abuse program that includes pre-employment and post-accident 
drug screens.  

+ Written job descriptions that includes physical demands.  

New employees should be required do the following:  

+ Complete a Second Injury Fund medical history questionnaire.  
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+ Thoroughly review safe work practices and company safety rules.  

+ Review your company’s accident-reporting procedures.  


